Scandinavia

Day 1/2: Stockholm

Arrive in Stockholm, meet your Teach
by Travel tour manager, and transfer
to your hotel for check-in. Rest of the
day at leisure.

Day 3: Stockholm

Guided tour of Stockholm - marvel at
the contrast between the 13th century
Old Town and the modern high-tech
architecture. Enjoy an inside visit to
the City Hall, where the Nobel Festivities take place in the Blue and Golden
Halls, and a memorable visit to the
Cathedral of Stockholm. Free afternoon for futher exploration before
dinner and overnight in Stockholm.

Day 4: Stockholm Overnight Ferry to Helsinki

Free morning to shop for a perfect
souvenir of Stockholm, before transferring to the pier to board a cruise/
ferry to Helsinki. Enjoy a buffet dinner on board.

Day 5: Helsinki - Stockholm

Arrive Helsinki, disembark from your
ferry, and start your guided tour of

the capital of Finland, Helsinki. See
the Senate Square, the University
and the Lutheran Cathedral - all displaying neo-classical architecture
from the 1840's, the colorful Market
Square, Kaivopuisto Park, the Parliament Building, the Orthodox Russian
Church, and the fascinating Temppeliaukio Church, also called the "Rock
Church" as it is carved into solid rock.
Free time for further exploration of
Helsinki, before boarding your coach
to transfer to the pier. Board the Tallink Silja ferry for your return journey
to Stockholm. Buffet dinner served
on-board.

Day 6: Stockholm Copenhagen

Buffet breakfast before disembarking
in Stockholm. Board your coach, and
journey to one of the most picturesque towns in Sweden, Granna. The
quaint town, located on Lake Vattern,
features steep cross-streets and magnificent gardens. Enjoy an included
lunch in lovely Granna before continuing through the Swedish countryside, before boarding a ferry to Den-

10 Days

mark. Board your coach and stop at
Kronberg Castle, also known as Hamlet's Castle, before arriving in Copenhagen. Dinner on your own tonight.

Day 7: Copenhagen

Guided city sightseeing tour of Copenhagen, starting on the famous pedestrian street, "Stroget." See the Old
Stock Exchange, the Naval Church,
the old canal area, the Gefion Fountain, and a photo stop at the Royal
Residence, Amalienborg Palace. No
tour of Copenhagen would be complete without seeing the Little Mermaid, from the Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale! Free afternoon to
further explore Copenhagen, before
your dinner in Tivoli Gardens, which
dates from 1843.

Day 8: Copenhagen Overnight Ferry to Oslo

Day 9: Oslo

Buffet breakfast on board. Arrive
Oslo for a guided tour of the Norwegian capital, including Bygdoy Island,
where entrance is included to the
Viking Ship Museum, with its three
Viking vessels. Enjoy Vigeland Scupture Park, one of the major Scandinavian cultural treasures, featuring the
sculptures of Gustav Vigeland. The
rest of the day is at leisure to explore
the Viking Capital. You may want to
take a stroll to the Akershus Fortress
and Akershus Castle, or walk along the
water and down to the Aker Brygge,
the popular harbour area filled with
lively cafes and restaurants. Dinner
on your own tonight as you conclude
your Scandinavian Adventure!

Day 10:

Transfer to the airport for your
return flight.

Leisure time in Copenhagen for your
personal sightseeing agenda, before
transferring to an overnight ferry
bound for Oslo. Buffet dinner will be
served on-board.

NO Adult Fees
NO Membership Fees

Oslo (2)

NO ‘Undetermined’ Fees

Stockholm (1)

Ferry (2)

Helsinki

Ferry (1)

NO Surprises
Copenhagen (2)

Highlights:

Round-trip Airfare, Full Time Tour Manager, Buffet Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 5 Dinners, Guided City Tour of Stockholm,
Stockholm City Hall, Cathedral of Stockholm, Guided City
Tour of Helsinki, "Rock Church," Lunch in Granna on Lake Vattern, Hamlet's Kronberg Castle, Guided City Tour of Copenhagen, Little Mermaid, Tivoli Gardens Dinner, Guided City Tour
of Oslo, Viking Ship Museum, Vigeland Sculpture Park
Overnights:

Stockholm 2, Ferry - Stockholm to Helsinki 1, Ferry Helsinki to Stockholm 1, Copenhagen 2, Ferry- Copenhagen
to Oslo 1, Oslo 1

To request personalized pricing for your own
departure date, USA departure airport and
group size, it only takes a moment to get in
touch with us and get started!
Call us Toll-Free:
1.888.828.2292
Email us:
info@teachbytravel.com

